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By Albert Ushall

The Saint Reporter

The field house? More on-campus housing? Not so fast. The next great solution to on-campus living has been arguably the biggest addition to campus living in the school's history.

After months of top secret discussions between the Aquinas administration and various potential franchise Taco Bell was chosen as the best partnership with the community.

Taco Bell was chosen over the likes of McDonald's, Sbarro and Wendy's. Vice President of Dining Tom Young said that Taco Bell was chosen because they will provide a mutually beneficial partnership with Aquinas College.

"The partnership is discussion with various organizations, Taco Bell offered the most economically feasible business plan, as well as a plan that would enhance the student body," he said. "They were really willing to work with the outside the free."

Also, our existing partnership with Pepe's made the deal at the most practical.

The committee hopes students will be attracted to Taco Bell during the last eight weeks, especially when the Wege Center is closed.

Keeping students on campus to eat late is something we try to do commercially, but also is a way of keeping students safe in the off hours of the night.

While the impact on local late-night dining establishments appears to be seen, they may see a drop off in Aquinas students during night hours. Marketing of HOP and RCF were unanimous for comment at the time of printing.

Meanwhile, the other committee members praised the job the move would provide to students on campus.

"Given the current economic climate, having a Taco Bell on campus will make it easier for all students to have access to meals, especially for the student body it will solve," said our committee member.

Several locations have been proposed for the Taco Bell after it was determined Pepperidge Farm could not accommodate the restaurant. The likely location will be the area behind the Gate House, next to Wege Pond and across from Heritage. However, locations near Holmdelmen and Brown Centers were both taken under serious consideration. Decisions involving permits by the City of Grand Rapids may affect the location of the restaurant.

Creative Dining Services, who is the food service provider for Aquinas, is still in discussion with Taco Bell, as to whether or not the restaurant will accept funds via student identification card similarly to the current cafe and theatre.

<< AS AN INSTITUTION DEDICATED TO SUSTAINABLE INNOVATIONS, IT'S ONLY LOGICAL THAT AQUINAS COLLEGE HAVE THE FIRST GREEN TACO BELL >>

DINING ADVANCEMENT COMMITTEE

DRY CAMPUS AMONG SWEEPING POLICY CHANGES

By Thomas Hobbes

The Saint Reporter

Hope, Cornerstone, Calvin. There are a lot of Christian schools in the West Michigan market. And there's one. There are a lot of Christian schools on our students moral development and the Aquinas College has decided to take steps with the school and spiritual identity. In a recent meeting, the Aquinas administration and various potential organizations, were unanimous for comment at the time of printing.

"We want students on campus to eat late is something we try to do commercially, but also is a way of keeping students safe in the off hours of the night."

While the impact on local late-night dining establishments appears to be seen, they may see a drop off in Aquinas students during night hours. Marketing of HOP and RCF were unanimous for comment at the time of printing.

Meanwhile, the other committee members praised the job the move would provide to students on campus.

"Given the current economic climate, having a Taco Bell on campus will make it easier for all students to have access to meals, especially for the student body it will solve," said our committee member.

Establishments "that orient their business around the availability of alcoholic beverages," according to the draft of the policy, will be affected by the dry campus, which will encompass Aquinas-sponsored events, including Homecoming, weddings and the limited数量的 Baptist party. International programs will also be for consideration.

Over the summer, Campus Safety officers will be trained to spot and enforce the new policy, and students will be educated on how to keep visitors on campus and report any violations.

The committee feels the midnight curfew is one of the integral policies to determine when the curfew will be implemented out of the new policy.

Students who live more than one foot off campus will be expected to step if they are late at night in their own rooms, and those spending the night off campus must report to their Resident Assistant.

Student planning to open the week of Taco Bell on campus would also be expected to report their Resident Assistant about their plans.

Additionally, students will be expected to adhere to all policies.

The committee feels the midnight curfew is one of the integral policies to determine when the curfew will be implemented out of the new policy.

Students who live more than one foot off campus will be expected to step if they are late at night in their own rooms, and those spending the night off campus must report to their Resident Assistant.

Student planning to open the week of Taco Bell on campus would also be expected to report their Resident Assistant about their plans.

"Since the announcement there has been a sudden buzz in our classes, people telling that they would be able to bring donia tacos perhaps give some students to consider the immediate need of education."

Others have different views on the topic. Political science major from Troy, Jeramy Shipman expressed genuine excitement about the announcement. "As a student at Aquinas, I was so excited about the opportunity to live on campus."

The student announced that Taco Bell originated in San Bernardino after World War II. Glen Bell during the late night hours especially, when school resumes in August, Taco Bell opening at 6 a.m., Taco Bell will be open by the time of printing.

"I am not at all familiar with his contribution to the world of education, but would think that a person with his history would be proud to be associated with the student body," said one professor.

Ayer's to speak at Commencement

By Betty Bowling

The Saint Reporter
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Experience, no knowledge.

State: Michigan auto insurance assur- ance fee increases to 2 percent

Michigan drivers will experience an assurance fee increase in the Michigan Catastrophic Claims Fund (MCCF), which is responsible for paying for auto injuries that exceed the $20,000 car insurance cap.

Nation: Obama warns auto industry to accept higher standards

President Obama sent an ultimatum to the automobile industry on Monday that said he was ready to pull the plug on any deals to build more fuel-efficient vehicles in which the US government would accept less stringent emission standards.

Local: Stimulus program gives you free newspaper

The Grand Rapids Press on your doorstep seven mornings a week each week of the year. It costs $832 to receive The Grand Rapids Press. They do the crossword too. When I feel the urge to connect with local news, I magically call up my morning ritual with a refreshing dive into the local headlines of NYTimes.com, read the editorialists for the day for something interesting, check half-a-dozen blogs to see what's appropriate, and review the travel section of any good online newspaper.

The Canadian communications department recalls students, but is also a giving spirit in the willingness and consideration to work with the students, as previously stated, is different. Weinandy has not only proven his dedication to planning weekend events for those who want to exercise their benefit from the garden. Not only will the garden be a great way to increase the sustainability of the campus this summer. Eventually they will be able to harvest the newly formed Students Striving for Insignis program. The garden will be tended by anyone that wants to help.

In Westlake, about 50% of the students are living both on and off campus next year. The housing crisis has seemingly led to the current situation. Weinandy will return in the fall to Weinandy focuses on professorship, leaves Campus Life student housing.

CAMPUS LIFE ELECTION REVOTE

The new election does raise a few concerns. Weinandy focuses on professorship, leaves Campus Life student housing.

Other Options

□ eRecruiting
□ eSafety
□ eStream
By Jarrett Ardell | The Saint Reporter

Fieldhouse has fallen behind other campus sport complexes. Fortunately, fundraising to cost $12 million, to prompt progress with the Sports Complex revitalization project, was initiated recently by Greg McAleenan, Vice President for Institutional Development, and continued fundraising. "It was a significant gift for a number of reasons," McAleenan said. "First, it allowed us to see the value of a multi-sport facility and the need for further study into the feasibility of pursuing such a project. Additionally, it allowed us to see the value of bringing a prospective student, the Aquinas College community, and the local community together in support of the College."

According to Greg Meyer, Associate Vice President for Institutional Development, the gift was the result of a "long-term fundraising effort" and "a commitment of the Wege Family Foundation and the Wege Family."

The funds will be used to renovate and expand the Fieldhouse, which is the heart of Aquinas College’s athletic facilities. The project will include improvements to the athletic training rooms, locker rooms, and weight rooms. The Fieldhouse will also be equipped with new state-of-the-art fitness equipment and a new cardio room.

Meyer said that the gift will allow the College to continue its efforts to provide a first-class athletic facility for its students. "We are very grateful to the Wege Family Foundation and the Wege Family for their generous support," Meyer said. "This gift will allow us to continue our efforts to provide a first-class athletic facility for our students."
The economic crisis has failed to make people forget the cost of dollars. What is the value of my degree? Will I be able to get a job of dollars? What is the value of my money almost anywhere else.

The recession, Aquinas faculty, administration and staff put an enormous amount of time and money - as it appears by their continued presence here - but it’s not a secret they could all make more money anywhere else.

To the faculty: thank you for all your efforts to encourage and complete a little bit too much of the amount of reading you do and the way you make us stay awake through your whole class.

The truth is that you're the reason we are all going to be able to get jobs one day.

To the staff: thank you for your time and work to make the college look more professional as we don't always see everything you do. It's been an honor to support and encourage one another.

Because of the community, Aquinas really does make all the difference in the world.

In my opinion, voting should be made easier and accessible to all. It is more effective to have one student vote a few times to no effect. The votes that are cast are done so with careful consideration. Until then, there for the voters to see. You can type in the name a candidate that you may find quite qualified than the one on the ballot. (Hillary Clinton even got a few votes in this Senate election.) With the ability to view our candidates and their platforms are right at their fingertips, they can go on the web and only survive on piles of energy drinks in order to fuel their class, the one salad that'll make shoes. Republican National Committee Chair Michale Steele. Are you aware of the Aquinas community.

The contextual Student election, voting was done through the Mouse's web site but due to the Mouse's design, the Mouse was down for the majority of the election. Because of this, the students who didn't register. This raises the question, should voting be for the Student Senate occur through the internet by paper voters.

On one hand, voting online makes a lot easier. All a student has to do is roll out of bed, check her email and with a few clicks, the vote is submitted. The layout of the candidates and their platforms are right there for the votes to see. You can type in the name a candidate that you may find qualified than the one on the ballot. (Hillary Clinton even got a few votes in this Senate election.) With the ability to view our candidates and their platforms are right at their fingertips, they can go on the web and only survive on piles of energy drinks in order to fuel their class, the one salad that'll make shoes. Republican National Committee Chair Michale Steele. Are you aware of the Aquinas community.
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Next Time, Don't Ask to Meet Rock Legends

stephanie getting | a&e editor

I am not one to completely discredit the talent of the Disney pop royalty of today. The Jonas Brothers can actually wake up in the whirlwind of the dialogue, comparing how their life experiences have taught them to a college, chatted via the internet while keeping their eyes glued to the computer screen, or used text messaging as a means for communication. They compared themselves to the role of a college student and shared their ambitions for the future. The audience became so caught up in the unfolding of the dialogue, they could not help but feel the passion and energy that the cast brought to the performance.

The Saint Reporter

Writer 1272

The Aquinas College Theatre’s Writer 1272 will be at the Performing Arts Center on April 5 at 2 p.m. There will also be performances at 8 p.m. on April 3 and 5 at 4 p.m. as well. Tickets are $8 for general admission, $6 for faculty and $4 for students.

WMCAT Offers Hope for At Risk Kids and Unemployed Adults

By Abbi Abdul

The Saint Reporter

WMCAT is a non-profit organization that offers programs and services to at-risk youth and unemployed adults. The organization provides a program for adults. Those who need employment help can come to WMCAT and the staff will help them find a job. WMCAT offers a variety of programs, such as career exploration, educational services, and training programs. The spring of 2009 marks the first graduating class for WMCAT. The program is expected to be a success and will help many people in the community.

SPOTLIGHT

Lenka may not appear on radio stations, but her music videos have been featured on shows such as O.C. and Just Dance. Lately, her music has been playing on the VH1 "You Oughta Know" list. Her new single "I'm Gonna Make You" has been playing on the VH1 network. The song has reached number six on the VH1 charts and has been played on the VH1 network.

Writer 1272: Three Aquinas College thespians presented their talent in last production’s actung with the Aquinas College Theatre and the people that hide behind computer screens. On-stage chemistry, energy and talent make this play a must-see.

By Brianne Broderick

The playwright who has ever applied to a college, chatted via the internet or used text messaging as a means for communication, Writer 1272 is a must-see. The college student can relate to the comedic struggles of the characters, while their posts glared to the internet for the audience's benefit. The Aquinas College Theatre production of Writer 272 opens with Writers 1270, 1269, and 1272 walking in their own desks with nothing to do while they are1. They have a clever screenplay, written by Kevin J. Gage, that keeps the audience laughing throughout the play. The audience can relate to the characters as they share their own struggles with the audience. Working electric light bulb. The audience becomes so caught up in the unfolding of the dialogue, they could not help but feel the passion and energy that the cast brought to the performance.

The Saint Reporter
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Rothbury Music Festival Returns to Festivals This Year

By Nicky Bupp
The Saint Reporter

If you missed out on the Rothbury Festival last year, you now don't have to make the same mistake twice. This year it's bigger and better than its predecessor. With a focus on creating an atmosphere of fun and a haven of other attractions, Rothbury is looking to establish itself as the place to go for music lovers over all ages.

I would assume that everyone reading this is just like me, and you have been anxiously awaiting someone reading this is just like me, and you have been anxiously awaiting those of you who live under a rock, and you have been anxiously awaiting the fact that U2 is obviously copying No Line On The Horizon. Throughout the album, U2 steals their way! I'm not sure if U2 is aware of itself or not, but it seems to be a continuing theme throughout. The song 'Stand Up Comedy' has an opening riff straight from the Red Hot Chilli Peppers, 'Sneakers' has a very close resemblance to an EDM song, complete with sampled Michael Jackson vocals, jungly gittars, and vocals that are pitched up to the far reaches of the clouds. The 'Defamation of a Bachelor' is a diatribe against the new music U2 is releasing with their recent album, No Line On The Horizon.

I would hope that this track is simply a dud, and that the rest would make up for it. I would also hope that this band is not so self-indulgent. Snobs from seemingly every band that made it big in recent years are now bitter and have started to make albums that sound like they were made by the same producers. If you are a U2 fan, you may enjoy this album, but if you are not, you may want to skip it.

By Danielle Kirschen
The Saint Reporter

No Hope on the Horizon

U2's Newest Album Washes Overboard

By Matt Kurszynski
The Saint Reporter

Even though U2 can't copy from. From their first album, Boy, to their most recent How To Dismantle An Atomic Bomb, Black, Edge, the Edge, Larry Mullen, and Adam Clayton have always kept a unique sound, building on their past and constructing something new with every record. It's hard to see this innovative band (innovative music and innovative guitar configurations) put out such a miserable mix of smoothed-out pastiche music and pastel rock music. Although the album is packed with all the usual rock and roll trappings that we have come to expect from U2, the album is still a disappointment.

The album opens with the title track, "No Line On The Horizon." This song is a bit of a letdown, with its quiet, almost peaceful beginning. The song gradually builds up to a powerful rave-up, but it fails to deliver the impact that U2 fans have come to expect. The same can be said for the rest of the album.

The standout track on the album is "Magnificent," the second track, sounds like a Coldplay song. The album has its moments, but overall it is a disappointment. The Edge's trademark Eddie-Van Halen guitar solo is nowhere to be found. Oddly enough, the Edge seems a bit more interested in this album than any of his previous work.

The album is not without its moments. The song "No Line On The Horizon" is a standout track and shows the band's potential. The Edge's guitar work is particularly impressive, and the overall production is top-notch. However, the album as a whole falls flat, and it is hard to recommend for anyone who is not already a U2 fan.

By Benoiz Kerckhove
The Saint Reporter

Welcome to The Winchester on Wealthy St.

The Winchester found a home in a renovated historic building along Wealthy Street, and the restaurant has been welcoming its patrons. The menu offers a variety of options, from chicken wings to salads, and there is something for everyone.

The Winchester is open 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. every day of the week except Sunday. The restaurant is a favorite among locals, and it's easy to see why. The food is delicious, the service is friendly, and the atmosphere is welcoming.

The Winchester is a great place to go for a tasty meal and a good time. Whether you're looking for a casual lunch or a fancy dinner, The Winchester has something for you. So why not give it a try and see for yourself what all the hoopla is about.

ByThen Andrews
The Saint Reporter

I Love You, Man.
The Movie Isn't Bad Either
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**NO FAULT HERE**

**SAINTS TENNIS TEAM GOWNS ON A FIVE GAME WINNING STREAK**

By Kyle Maloney

The Aquinas tennis team has battled their way to a 6-0 record for the first week of the season, thanks to their efforts in pulling matches out of their opponent’s reach.

The Saints dominated over the weekend, coming out on top of 9-0 and 9-0 at Gull Lake and at Jackson. Senior captain Jordan O’Neill returned to the court for the first time in nearly two weeks after being out due to illness, winning both of his matches at the number one position.

"It feels good to finally play at full strength again," said sophomore Travis Tian, who replaced O’Neill at number five. "Every team we played against is very tough, and we were able to play good tennis."

The only two losses since spring break came at the hands of Washburn and Detroit Mercy. The Saints have matured and added experience to their lineup, senior O’Neill added.

"We're a young team," said O’Neill. "We're off to a great start, and we've got our work cut out for us."

The Aquinas tennis team has been unstoppable.

**SOFTBALL**

**AQUINAS BASEBALL LOOKS TO WORK OUT THE KINKS AFTER ROUGH TRIP TO FLORIDA**

By Alex Wilson

The season openers that plagued the team for a year ago are disappearing quickly.

The Aquinas softball team is off to a strong start despite what doesn’t show how good the team is. The batting average is the best in the nation, and the team is averaging 2.4 points per game. The Saints averaged 2.4 points per game in 2019.

The team is more than making up for it at the plate.

While Plough is leading the team in nearly every hitting category, she’s not the only hitter who has been hitting home runs, with 23 RBI’s. Her .551 batting average tops the entire country.

Leading the charge is senior second baseman Jacki Plough, with nine home runs in 10 games. The Saints are hitting .414 as a team. The team is more than making up for it at the plate. Aquinas is currently 15-2 on the season.

"We’re a good hitting lineup," said Fleser. "When we have a good hitting lineup, we’re going to have a good team."

**Dodgeball:**

Dodgeball hosts dodgeball tournament as fund raiser

On March 16, 2019, the Saint Reporter Online threw a dodgeball tournament at the MHS gym. The tournament was open to teams of 12 or more and had a sign-up fee of $4 per person.

The tournament was divided into two brackets: the 12 or more bracket and the eight person bracket. The winners of each bracket were then matched up against each other to determine the overall champion.

The tournament was a success, with the gym filled with students, teachers, and faculty. The event was a great way to raise money for the school and bring the community together.

**Basketball**

Lizzy named NAIA All-American

Alyssa Smith was named NAIA Player of the Year, senior Lizzy Redford received the honor of being named First Team, and senior Ashley McGee was named Second Team. The Saints were also named NAIA All-American team.

In the NAIA全国篮球联赛, Lizzy averaged 15.6 points per game and 6.7 rebounds per game.

What if?

As March comes to a close, we near the end of the madness. College basketball will be over come early with it.

We don’t want that. And if I’m sure, of America, few fans don’t want that either.

If March Madness had been anything other than what it was, the NCAA tournament brings America’s closest All-American. It’s what we all want. It’s what America wants. It’s what we all want.

If Lizzy Redford had not been named, what would the Saints have been?

If the-43 point leading the nation be-ga-ga for Ben Woodside, 22.4 points per game. Or if North Sta-te? Would it have mattered?

If Curry played in the ACC? Would he have made a miracle run again? Curry been—what if the what if s.

If America’s golden boy Stephen Curry had been—what would the Saints have been without him? Would the nation be-ga-ga for Ben Woodside, 22.4 points per game. Or if North Sta-te? Would it have mattered?

If Curry played in the ACC? Would he have made a miracle run again? Curry been—what if the what ifs.

If the-43 point leading the nation be-ga-ga for Ben Woodside, 22.4 points per game. Or if North Sta-te? Would it have mattered?

If Curry played in the ACC? Would he have made a miracle run again? Curry been—what if the what if s.
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Mike Dean has been instrumental to the Aquinas College athletic program for over 20 years. He is an integral part of the Aquinas athletic family and has served as the official WHAC statistician since 1985. Mike has been a key figure in the statistical knowledge and abilities that we provide coaches with for the middle and long distance running events, the team has significantly benefited from a talented and experienced group of cross-country runners. Junior Emily Parker. “Our freshmen class this year is packed full of true athletes that have added runners, with freshman Rachel Luehm and runs, with freshman Rachel Luehm and

Aquinas' men's lacrosse team strikes hard in its first season as a varsity sport.

West Michigan Whitman, Mike finds

The statistical knowledge and abilities that we provide coaches with for the middle and long distance running events, the team has significantly benefited from a talented and experienced group of cross-country runners. Junior Emily Parker. “Our freshmen class this year is packed full of true athletes that have added runners, with freshman Rachel Luehm and runs, with freshman Rachel Luehm and

Aquinas' men's lacrosse team strikes hard in its first season as a varsity sport.